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Sams Teach Yourself SharePoint 2007 in 24 Hours: Using Windows SharePoint Services 3.0Sams Publishing, 2008
In just 24 sessions of one hour or less, you will be up and running with Windows SharePoint Services 3.0. Using a straightforward, step-by-step approach, each lesson builds upon a real-world foundation forged in both technology and business matters, allowing you to learn the essentials of SharePoint 2007 and Windows SharePoint Services 3.0 from the...
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100 SOA Questions: Asked and AnsweredPrentice Hall, 2010

	100 SOA Questions brings together authoritative answers to the most crucial questions business, technical, and architectural decision-makers ask about SOA. It draws on the immense experience of two SOA experts who’ve participated in more than 100 SOA projects in the roles of architect, designer,...
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Security Assessment: Case Studies for Implementing the NSA IAMSyngress Publishing, 2004
The National Security Agency's INFOSEC Assessment Methodology (IAM) provides guidelines for performing an analysis of how information is handled within an organization: looking at the systems that store, transfer, and process information. It also analyzes the impact to an organization if there is a loss of integrity, confidentiality, or...
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DHCP Handbook, The (2nd Edition)Sams Publishing, 2002
The Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) provides a way to automate and manage the network configurations of devices that use the TCP/IP protocol suite.  Without DHCP, network administrators must manually enter in IP addresses for each computer and network device and then manually change that address each time the device is moved to a...
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Delphi for .NET Developer's GuideSams Publishing, 2004
Master Microsoft's .NET Framework using Delphi.
This book provides expert knowledge of both Delphi and. NET with the same, practicable and real-world solutions approach used in previous Delphi Developer's Guides. Delphi for .NET Developer's Guide is a new edition of the #1 Delphi book by authors Xavier Pacheco and Steve Teixeira. This newest...
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Essential NeurologyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
A brand new edition of Essential Neurology brings the text fully up-to-date. This book is a core text for medical students and junior doctors, who want a comprehensive yet concise practical guide to clinical neurology. To make the book more readable and digestible, we have introduced colour into the text. This text provides clear explanations of...
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SQL Server 2008 Administration in ActionManning Publications, 2009

	SQL Server 2008 Administration isn't a standard SQL Server tutorial-there are dozens of those to choose from. Instead, this book breaks down the role of "SQL Server Administrator" into its key focus areas and tasks and details the techniques and best practices that make an administrator effective. In this book, a reader can...
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Surviving the War for Talent in Asia: How Innovation Can HelpIBM Press, 2009

	Find and Keep the Outstanding Leaders You Need to Win in Asia!

	
		
			Specific solutions for recruiting and retaining great people in North Asia, South Asia, Australia, and New Zealand

	
	
		
			Seven new case studies, plus...
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The Mobile MBA: 112 Skills to Take You Further, FasterFT Press, 2012

	An MBA is a curious beast: it can accelerate your career, even if it has limited


	practical value in day-to-day management.





	Top employers hire top MBAs, but not because MBAs have mastered the

	mysteries of management. An MBA is a hallmark of personal commitment,

	effort, and ambition which...
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The New Workforce: Five Sweeping Trends That Will Shape Your Company's FutureAMACOM, 2004

	As a futurist, you can be fascinating at a cocktail party. Instead of dropping names, you drop facts and figures: We are expected to live well intoour 100s; the average age for young adults to marry in America is 30; the single male head of household is the fastest growing demographic group; and the...
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Microsoft Windows Command-Line Administrator's Pocket ConsultantMicrosoft Press, 2004
Wanting to do something fundamentally  different than it’s been done before turned out to be much harder than I ever  thought and completely rewarding for you the reader, I hope. You see, there were  plenty of books for Windows administrators and plenty of books for people who  wanted to script Windows; but no one had...
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The Graphic Designer's Business Survival GuideAMACOM, 2012

	Graphic design is a crowded, highly competitive world. And it takes a lot more than raw talent and technical ability to make it as an independent designer. Successful graphic designer and entrepreneur, Larry Daniels exposes the weak spot of so many: the critical business side of running even a one-person design firm. Designers often...
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